Caption: [Mounted tintype with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz with bow and arrow and Edward Stieglitz with book]
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Caption: [Mounted tintype with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz with bow and arrow and Edward Stieglitz with book]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait of Alfred Stieglitz sitting with sleeves rolled]
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[Tintype portrait of Alfred Stieglitz sitting on grass]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait of Alfred Stieglitz sitting on grass]
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Caption:  [Tintype portrait of Alfred Stieglitz sitting on grass]

Image ID:  17357843
[Tintype portrait of Edward Stieglitz sitting with two children]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait of Edward Stieglitz sitting with two children]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz with bowtie]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz with bowtie]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz sitting]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz sitting]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz sitting in grass]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz sitting in grass]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz sitting in grass]
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Caption: [Tintype portrait with hand-painted details of Alfred Stieglitz sitting in grass]
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